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(6 pts for each correct answer) = Comprehension_____  

(1 pt. for each correct answer  = Vocab_____ Code #       Name (quiz taker) 

(1 pt for each correct answer) = Puzzle_____  

 
 

  

  total points  
Directions: 

 Circle the letter of the best answer. 

 
 

 

 Comprehension = 6 points for each correct answer 
 1. The first crises in this chapter is that_____ this shows that_____. 

 A Juana is beaten by Kino …..their relationship is deteriorating 

 B Kino is beaten by trackers….. he is more vulnerable than he thought 

 C Kino kills a man…..he is willing to do anything to defend his family's happiness 

 D Juana  finds the pearl on the road…..she respects Kino even though he hit her 

   

 2. Because of this incident, the "Song of the family" will _____ because_____. 

 A stay the same ….. it doesn't matter; their family will withstand all odds 

 B probably be changed forever…..Kino has changed forever 

 C get much better because of Kino's bravery…..he is now respected more by his wife 

 D grow as a result of Juana's support for Kino and his devotion to the pearl….. she is now Kino's equal in their struggle 

   

 3. The second crises is when Kino _____after this incidence_____ 

 A decides to use violence against his wife…..she is forever afraid of him 

 B is attacked…..he learns to be more on guard 

 C attacks a dark figure…..potential attackers are not so eager to try to rob him 

 D all or none of the above 

   

 4. Kino's life is _____changed as a result of this crises because he_____ 

 A hardly….. isn't responsible 

 B a bit…..is a little responsible 

 C significantly…..is now a killer 

 D drastically…..is evil 

   

 5. Kino tells his brother that _____  is "an insult to me deeper than my life ?"  

 A his destroyed canoe 

 B his burned home 

 C his killing a man 

 D all of the above 

   

 6. Kino asks for help from_________. He asks ___________. 

 A Juan Tomas…..to be hid 

 B Juana…..for moral support only a wife can give 

 C no one…..God to guide him 

 D God…..for forgiveness for being a man, half god and half  insane 

   

 7. By saying " Kino drew Juana into the shadow of the house because the light  was danger to him." the author implies that 

Kino is becoming more and more_____ because _____. 

 A excited….he will soon become a wealthy man 

 B Suspicious of Juana. …..since she tried to throw the pearl into the sea, he does not trust her as much as he once did 

 C Suspicious…..it seems that evil lurks at every corner 

 D Afraid…..a man is half insane 

   

 8. _____the couple must now_____. 

 A Sadly…..return home probably will resume life among their friends 

 B Ironically…..hide for fear of being recognized in their own community 

 C Reluctantly…..…..seek guidance from Juan Tomas 

 D Expectedly…..return to their previous life because it is not wise to try to change fate 

   



 

 9. Kino is in ____danger because he ______ 

 A no…..is a strong and capable man 

 B some…..knows who he can trust 

 C constant, …..doesn't know who to trust 

 D unexpected…..is unaware of how other people are trying to get his great pearl 

   

 10. Kino says, "The pearl has become my soul." All of the following are reasons for this except. 

 A he beat his wife  

 B he killed a man 

 C he sacrificed his home 

 D he will be wealthy 

   

 11. _____seems to be more important to Keno than _____because_____. 

 A His destroyed canoe …..even a human life…..it represents his heritage which cannot be replaced or defend itself 

 B His pride…..the pearl…..he now realizes that the wealth it may bring will never compare to the losses he has suffered 

 C Family …..anything…..he never puts it in danger or puts anything above its security 

 D all of the above 

   

 12. According to Juana to be a man is to be _____the author implies that man is _____ 

 A half insane and half God…..to be admired and questioned at the same time 

 B sometimes evil and sometimes saintly…..we have little control over our destinies 

 C free & bold like the wind…..a dominant force and free to experience life to the fullest 

 D Feared and loved…..brave and tender at the same time 

   

 Vocabulary = 1 point for each correct answer.  

 1._____  Surge A Very angry 

 2._____  Glint B Excite 

 3._____  Abandon C Whisper, complain under one's breath 

 4._____  Mutter D Sparkle, glimmer 

 5._____  Interval E Dipper, scoop utensil, vegetable 

 6._____  Lament F One in charge, control, rule 

 7._____  Assume G Unrestraint, leave 

 8._____  Authority H Moan. Wail 

 9._____  Leprosy I Disease that erodes the body 

 10._____  Gourd J take for granted, suppose, believe 

 11._____  Edifice K Structure, house 

 12._____  Furious L Leg muscle 

 13._____  Exhilarate M Mind 

   N Leap forward 

   O Time period 

   P Crumb 

    Q Letting out air 

    R Dog lover 

   S Oil 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Puzzle  
 

1 point per correct answer   
 

"The Pearl chapter 5” 

 

  

 
 

             Hidden Message (3 points)______________________________________________________ 

 
Find the words in the grid. Words can go horizontally, vertically, and diagonally, in all directions. When you are 
done the unused letters in the grid will spell out a hidden message. For an extra 3 points, pick them from left to 
right, top line to bottom line and put the message on the line above. 

 

 

 

F U R I O U S E

K I C K E D O T

I H B F E N Y T

C N I U A A N N

S N S C R E N E

K O V A M N E R

G O U A N H E O

K I L L M E E D
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how his house was destroyed

what was destroyed by a hole in it

very angry

a man is half God and this

Kino hit & _____Juana

murder

Kino's valuable blood stained weapon

moan

"The pearl has become my____"
 

 

 

 


